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Portable document files (PDF's) are used in many types of environments; such as,
office, world wide web, and desktop publishing to name a few. PDF technology
allows electronic documents to become truly portable. PDF files maintain their orig
inal look and feel across various computer systems and platforms. PDF use in a
prepress environment was tested by creating various electronic mechanicals with
numerous file formats and having these PDF files imaged across the country on var
ious high resolution imagesetting devices. It has been determined that PDF files can
be used in a prepress environment at this point in time in some situations.
Chapter One Introduction
The Statement of Problem
The introduction of new technology is associated with the introduction of the need
for education and the implementation of standards. Adobe System's software prod
uct, Adobe Acrobat, falls into this new technology category. Many problems are
associated with electronic file distribution, and Adobe has overcome many of these
with the development of Portable Document Format files (PDF). PDF technology can
be used in a variety of situations that call for electronic document distribution. The
prepress and electronic publishing industry are two environments for which this tech
nology has great potential. However, a clear understanding of Adobe Acrobat's
correct use in a prepress environment was lacking. This thesis project provides a
potential user of PDF technology the proper knowledge and guidelines for PDF's cor
rect use in a prepress environment. This has been accomplished by the creation of
an electronic, interactive PDF Manual produced in Adobe Acrobat.
Chapter Two Theoretical Bases
Background and Significance
Since the start of the desktop publishing revolution, many users have been building
electronic documents improperly. Documents that look wonderful on the screen are
not guaranteed to RIP correctly when it comes time
to make films. The potential that
PDF technology brings to the desktop prepress environment is enormous. PDF tech
nology allows electronic documents to become portable, meaning they are
viewable on major computer platforms and operating systems,
ie. Macintosh OS,
Windows, Dos, and Unix, all while maintaining the original look and feel of the
design. Also, PDF technology allows these digital documents to
maintain their
fidelity. They are not static images of pages, but are dynamic, searchable electronic
documents.
An October '94 Seybold Report has stated in an article about digital delivery that:
"Document fidelity is crucial, especially in high-quality magazine ads.
Fonts substitution and other tricks that work in exchanging office docu
ments among different systems . . are not acceptable tor most high
quality magazine advertising work .... It is not enough that the ad
look
the same on the screen; it must also print to the satisfaction of the adver
tiser .... Standard data formats are needed by publishers and printers
so that they can avoid being data-conversion service
bureaus."1
With its growing acceptance, PDF technology has the potential to be the standard
file format for document distribution just as PostScript has become the de facto stan
dard of page description languages.
Corporate Acceptance
Many companies and universities are beginning to realize that there is a smarter and
more cost effective way to manage information. The following are a few examples
where Acrobat technology has been implemented into a working environment.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Acrobat is helping to curb the ever increasing cost of higher education. This is being
done at a few universities across the nation. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University implemented a pilot study in which they began to distribute course mate
rials in PDF form. This digital course material was placed on local servers that
students had access to. Since a PDF file compresses information substantially it was
easy for students to copy a PDF that contained hundreds of pages of information and
images onto a single 1.44 MB floppy disk. They could then print the pages they
desired or combine PDF pages from other files to create a distinctive set of notes for
themselves. Producing and distributing course material this way saved an enormous
amount of money in the copying budget for the university.
Intel Corporation
Intel Corporation uses Adobe Acrobat for distributing their monthly technology
briefings. They take the same information that appears monthly in many popular
trade magazines and redesign the format to incorporate on-line viewing. This file is
converted to a PDF and is uploaded to a CompuServe forum specifically dealing
with Intel products and information. The electronic version of their technology brief
ings was developed in a PDF format for several reasons:
"Interactive. With Adobe Acrobat software's linking capability, com
pelling interactive documents can be created easily. Flexible. Adobe's
Portable Document Format (PDF) is extremely flexible. It can describe
the content and appearance of documents created with virtually any
application. High Compression Rate. Adobe Acrobat software com
presses documents
extremely
well. For example, Intel converted a
760-Kbyte document that linked in 5.1 Mbytes of images into a ^67-
Kbyte Adobe Acrobat software file. Widely Available Viewer. Adobe
intends to broadly distribute version 2.0 or its Acrobat
Reader.":
Newspapers
Major newspapers across the country are beginning to use Acrobat for the digital
distribution of print advertising (DDPA). Before Acrobat, newspapers would receive
advertisements on film. They would trust that the film had been made correctly.
They also had to wait for the film to arrive at their printing facilities by some type of
overnight service. Now with Acrobat in place, they are able to have later deadlines
and less dependency on overnight services. When late breaking changes need to be
made they no longer have to wait for new film to arrive. Many newspapers that are
using Acrobat have set up an Electronic Bulletin Board to automatically
"capture"
the information sent from the client or designer. They are working on ways to
streamline the BBS portion of their workflow so the ads can be automatically
"logged in", when they arrive, and distributed to the proper department.
"No one wants to send native files for DDPA any more .... There is
no question that Adobe Acrobat software is the industry choice for
this application . . . Adobe Acrobat is the de facto standard for
DDPA in our industry."3
Equitable Life
Equitable Life has developed an electronic document management system based on
Adobe Acrobat, they call it Equipedia. With this system, they no longer have to
depend on the multiple binders full of uncrossreferenced material. When agents
across the country need material pertaining to a promotion, product, or company
newsletter, etc. they can access it from the server and print or display it. Since
Acrobat is compatible with many types of software it is easy to convert graphs,
spreadsheets and word processing documents into a PDF.
Greg Tyson, director of technical architecture Equitable Life states,
"We developed Equipedia not only to provide an easier way to search
for documents, but to drive down the cost of manufacturing, ware
housing and handling documents. We built Equipedia around Adobe
Acrobat software, which provides it with the ability to distill many
different file formats into one format that is manageable, viewable,
and printable across many
platforms."
John Warnock, chairman and CEO of Adobe Systems states:
"Adobe Acrobat software is providing a fast-growing list of corpora
tions with the ability to more easily access and manage information,
resulting in increased productivity and more effective communica
tions, . . Equipedia exemplifies how Adobe Acrobat software can
help a company's employees, no matter where they are or what sys
tems they use, quickly find the information they
need."4
Reasons for Interest
Documents are truly more portable now. Previously, this has been a major draw
back in the area of sharing documents with other computers and computer
platforms. Sending documents to prepress facilities in this format creates the poten
tial to eliminate many of the problems that are associated with multiple file types.
The idea of dealing with a universal file format is inspiring, after dealing with many
types of electronic documents in the past few years. It is becoming more and more
like paper everyday. No one needs to consider the type of
"technology"
an individ
ual has in order to handle a paper document. Soon, no one will have consider what
type of computer an individual has to view an electronic document. Adobe Acrobat
is not the only type of software that allows users to transform their application
dependent documents into
"portable"
documents. A dominant player will arise and
a de facto standard will result. If not, the problems of document interchange will
continue; the only difference will be the increase in various PDF-like file formats
that can't be shared with other PDF-like applications easily.
It is not a perfect technology, but with inevitable future enhancements it has great
potential. "As Adobe provides better support for color in PDF . . . and better han
dles the font fidelity and licensing issues, Acrobat may find more supportive
followers in magazines in the future."5
"The enthusiasm over Acrobat is strong and for good reason. The
ability to distill a document quickly down to a manageable size ver
sus sending an uncompressed EPS or PostScript file is important. (We
would note, though, that one can get quite a bit of mileage out of




"As companies break down the barriers between departments and
their customers, sharing information becomes really critical to an
organization's success. With the amount of information that flies
around organizations growing daily, focusing on information shar
ing instead of just information technology wiil be the next
revolution."7
This next revolution will be known as the PDF (Portable Document Format) revolu
tion. From the early days of desktop publishing until today, we have continually
seen problems with document interchange. Transporting documents from one com
puter to another causes enough problems within one platform let alone bringing it
to a totally different platform.
"There is no guarantee that a document created on one computer can be
used or accessed by another. Documents can lose crucial data or be
completely unintelligible unless the recipient has the same software and
hardware as the author. Document exchange standards, such as ASCII
or RTF, are useless for delivering richly formatted documents or graph
ics. And without the right tools, critical information can be no easier to
find in electronic documents than in their paper counterparts."8
Adobe Systems, Inc. recognized this problem and set out to develop a software appli
cation that would create portable electronic documents. These portable documents
needed to retain the original look and feel intended by the creator. Not only would
this document need to look the same across multiple computer platforms, but itwould
also need to retain its dynamic nature. It couldn't be static like a fax; it would have to
be viewable, searchable and printable across many computer platforms. Adobe faced
a daunting task. The result of their efforts are evident in Adobe Acrobat.
The Adobe Acrobat product family accomplishes document portability with ease.
Users of this technology do not have to worry about what type of computer system
their file will be read on. Design oriented people will no longer have to worry about
how their designs will look on other systems.
"For many, preserving the formatting of a document equates to pre
serving its content. Documents presented with formatting intact
provide a higher quality form of communication. Acrobat 2.0 soft
ware guarantees that a document created on one computer can be
used and accessed by another, without losing crucial data or being
completely unintelligible. And since Acrobat does not require the
recipient of a document to have the same hardware and software as
the author, PDF files can be viewed or printed from virtually any sys
tem without losing
fidelity."9
How PDF Files Work
Structure
Adobe Systems defines a PDF as a file format used to represent a document in a
manner independent of the application software, hardware, and operating system
used to create it. A PDF file contains a PDF document and other supporting data.
"PDF is a PostScript-language-based file format that describes documents that con
tain any combination of text, graphics, grayscale images, and color images in a
resolution and device independent meta-file
format."'0 The PDF file format is not a
programming language like PostScript. For instance, one cannot send a PDF file to
a laser printer directly through an application such as LaserTalk. This file format con
tains information that a PostScript RIP would simply not understand. The PDF
contains PostScript code, but it is the extra PDF data that would inhibit the RIP from
processing the page. A PDF file must be sent to a RIP through the Adobe Acrobat
software application. "However, the PDF can be converted into a PostScript lan
guage
program.""
From there it can be treated as any other PostScript document has
been previously treated; either by downloading it directlv to the RIP or by placing it
into a page layout program such as QuarkXPress.
Differences between PostScript and PDF
'2
A PDF file may contain objects such as hypertext links that are use
ful only for interactive viewing.
To simplify the processing of page descriptions, PDF provides no
programming language constructs.
PDF enforces a strictly defined file structure that allows an applica
tion to access parts of a document randomly.
PDF files contain information such as font metrics, to ensure
viewing fidelity.
PDF requires files to be represented in ASCII, to enhance
document portability.
"To improve performance for interactive viewing, PDF defines a more structured for
mat than that used by most PostScript language programs. PDF also includes
objects, such as annotations and hypertext links, that are not part of the page itself
but are useful for interactive viewing.'"3
Creating a PDF File
Since this is a relatively new technology there are only a few ways to create a PDF
file. The two most prevalent ways to create a PDF is either through the application
software that the document was created in or from PostScript files made from the
document.
"Many applications can produce a PDF file directly. The PDF Writer, available on
both Apple Macintosh computers and computers running Microsoft Windows envi
ronment, acts as a printer
driver.'"4
The PDF Writer shows up as a printer in the
chooser window. The user needs to choose that
"printer"
to create a PDF file. The
user then
"prints"
their file to the PDF Writer and an electronic file results. This pro
cedure is similar to when a user "prints to
disk."
The PDF file that results is now
platform independent; it can be viewed or printed on a Macintosh, Windows, PC,
and UNIX platforms without loss of formatting.
For more complex documents that involve high resolution images and detailed illus
trations, the PDF file must be created differently. The PDF Writer cannot produce an
acceptable and or reliable PDF file because of the limitations of the system software.
The application Acrobat Distiller was developed as a work around for this situation.
Distiller was designed to produce PDF files from PostScript files that have been "print
ed to
disk."
Adobe states that, "The Distiller application accepts anv PostScript page
description, whether created by a program or hand-coded by a human. The Distiller
produces more efficient PDF files than PDF Writer for some application
programs."
Viewing and Editing PDF Files
There are a few ways to view PDF files on a monitor. The applications that can view
a PDF file are Acrobat Exchange, Acrobat Reader, and Adobe Illustrator 5.5. Acrobat
Reader is free, and it is available to download through online services. Copies of the
reader can be made and shared with others. Since PDF files can contain thousands
of
"pages"
it is wiser to view these files in either Exchange or Reader. These two
applications contain the interface that allows users to easily navigate through a PDF
document.
If alterations need to be made to a PDF file it can be done in Adobe Illustrator and
FreeHand. The file is somewhat editable in these particular applications. Document
interchange is easier now that these two software packages can read and edit PDF
files "The Associated Press in New York, which currently distributes graphics to its
1,555 member newspapers in FreeHand format, will switch to PDF beginning next
[1995] summer, allowing newspapers to edit the files in either FreeHand or
Illustrator."15
John Monahan, graphics department director at The Associated Press
in New York said, "This is a remarkable advance for my industry. Having a nonpro
prietary domain for all [graphical] documents is an absolute coup for everyone
involved
Portability
PDFing a file makes it
"portable"
across computer platforms. "A PDF file is a 7-bit ASCII
file, which means PDF files use only the printable subset of the ASCII character set to
describe documents even those with images and special characters. As a result, PDF files
are extremely portable across diverse hardware and operating system
environments.'"16
Fonts
Before PDF technology was invented, a major problem with sending documents to
other users was the issue of font usage. The individual on the receiving end would
need those particular fonts used in the original document. In most cases, the receiv
er did not have those fonts and they would substitute other fonts for the missing ones.
The result would be a document that no longer had the look and feel the sender
intended. In some instances, this is more important than the actual message. To over
come this problem, some users send the fonts along with their documents. This
solves the problem, but it becomes awkward when documents use many typefaces.
"PDF provides a new solution that makes a document independent of
the fonts used to create it. A PDF file contains a font descriptor for
each font used in a document. The font descriptor includes the font
name, character metrics, and style information. This is the informa
tion needed to simulate missing fonts and is typically only 1-2K per
font. If a font used in a document is available on the computer where
the document is viewed, it is used. If it is not available, a multiple
master font is used to simulate on a character-by-character basis the
weight and width or the original font, to maintain the overall
"color"
and formatting of the
document."'^
When a PostScript file is created the font outlines are included in the file. Distilling
this file will ensure that the fonts match exactly, and the use of Multiple Master fonts
will not be necessary. The only drawback of this is that the resulting PDF files will
be somewhat larger.
This works fine for the Latin character set, but it will not work with symbolic fonts.
Symbols used other than Symbol or ITC Zaph Dingbats must be saved along with the
PDF file. Adobe states that, "It is not possible to effectively simulate a symbolic
font."
Importance of PDF
The invention of PostScript itself was an incredible achievement. It allowed users to
design and create pages without curbing their design for a particular output device.
This device independence, that PostScript allows, was the key to success for desk
top publishing. This revolution in the desktop environment continues with Adobe's
Acrobat. "When you produce an electronic document, you shouldn't have to think
about where it's going, or what applications or which fonts are being
used."18 Since
all computers use digital information, (O's and 1 's) it was inevitable that there would
be a way to bring digital documents to another digital platform.
Is there a market place or environment that PDF files will thrive in? It is too soon to
answer that, but the potential that this technology creates is enormous.
Adobe Systems CEO John Warnock says,
"Look at paper's growth curve beginning in the 1800s and watch it
climb with each technical advance - the invention of Linotype and
Monotype machines, the improvements in typesetting, phototypeset-
ting, production facilities, and now the personal computer and
desktop publishing - the paper curve is off the graph. If this curve is
extrapolated into the future, no matter how much we try to reuse
paper resources, it simply isn't going to work. The growth rate far
exceeds the supply of
trees."
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Chapter Three Review of Literature in the Field
Portability
Document portability has always been a concern and hindrance to computer users.
Computer users have always had to suffer from the lack of formatted text, the loss
of graphics and the lack of proper fonts installed on particular computers that are
used to view and print documents. The message of most documents have been
somewhat portable for sometime through the use of ASCII and RTF files, but text
alone does not always convey the true message.
"But there is no guarantee that a document created on one computer can
be used or accessed by another. Documents can lose crucial data or be
completely unintelligible unless the recipient has the same software and
hardware as the author. Document exchange standards, such as ASCII
or RTF, are useless for delivering richly formatted documents or graph
ics. And without the right tools, critical information can be no easier to
find in electronic documents than in their paper
counterparts."'
The look and feel of electronic documents must be maintained to truthfully say that
an electronic document is portable. The PDF file format is a true portable document
file format. "PDF is a file format used to represent a document in a manner inde
pendent of the application software, hardware, and operating system used to create
it. A PDF file contains a PDF document and other supporting
data."2
"Acrobat Distiller transforms PostScript files from PC, Macintosh, and
UNIX systems into Portable Document Format (PDF) documents for
viewing and printing in Acrobat Reader and Exchange. Distiller-cre
ated PDF documents retain all formatting, graphics and photographic
images that the original documents
contain."3
Fonts
Messages sent in most electronic documents lose their meaning when viewed on
other computers and computer systems. This is partly due to the lack of access to
the exact font or fonts used to create the document. The portability of PDF docu
ments overcomes this drawback. "Acrobat software can do this because it's the PDF
file that has the font information enclosed, not the computer
systems."4
This was not always true with the PDF file format. The first version of this file for
mat did not allow for font inclusion. "The original Acrobat concept of using
MultiMaster font technology is unacceptable to advertisers that have specific logo
types and styles. There must be provisions for embedding fonts in the
PDF-file."5
MultipleMaster technology simulates fonts that were used in a document if those
fonts were not embedded. "Acrobat and ATM now use the MultipleMasters tech
nology to simulate the font metrics (spacing, sizing, and other characteristics of a
font) when a font substitution is made."6
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"Although font substitution preserves the overall look of your documents, it
doesn't always result in a document that is typographically what you were trying to
achieve."7This is a good practice to follow because of the difficulties that font substi
tution technology has with certain fonts and with certain typographic aspects of all
fonts substituted. "We strongly recommend that you always embed your fonts . . . this
is good Acrobat practice in general."8
"Always embed display fonts that is, unusual or fancy characters. Engraved, script,
and other non-standard typefaces will not be substituted correctly if your reader
does not have the font you used."9 Your PDF files are not totally dependent on the
fonts that are embedded into your file though. "When required document fonts exist
on user systems, Acrobat renders documents using system fonts. To supplement sys
tem fonts, Acrobat includes and uses one symbol font and 13 basic fonts."'0
Document fidelity is maintained when fonts are embedded into PDF files.
Compression
PDF files are portable files that have image and text compression applied to them.
"To minimize the size of PDF documents, Distiller provides different
data-compression methods for its three information classes. Those
information classes are text and graphics, color and grayscale
images, and bi-level (monochrome black-and-white)
images."'1
The compression of these files can be quite impressive. Starting from a large
multi-
megabyte PostScript file the resulting PDF file could fit on a floppy disk.
"Starting with a PostScript file of 27MB, CHH [Carter Hawley Hale]
distilled the broadsheet page down to a PDF. With no compression
options turned on, file size went down to 1 7MB. By using LZW com
pression on images, the file size went down to 2.8MB, and with JPEG
set for medium compression, the file size was 1 .4MB. . . . the panel
chose the JPEG file as the best quality."'2
Smaller compressed files can be sent to the RIP and can thus image quickly. "They're
symbolic files and, therefore, take up a lot less space and can in theory image more
efficiently if the RIP is fast enough than a raster file of comparable
resolution."13
PDF and PostScript
Although PDF files require and need PostScript information to be created, the result
ing PDF files are different from their PostScript counterpart. "A PDF file is not a
PostScript language program and cannot be directly interpreted by a PostScript
interpreter. However, the page descriptions in a PDF file can be converted into a
PostScript language program."14
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PostScript is considered a de facto standard to many people. It's the language that
has spurred the desktop publishing revolution. There are some problems with it
being considered a portable file format.
"PostScript was initially proposed by a lot of standards committees as
an interchange format for advertising and, for instance, it was used a
lot on the Internet for storage of documents. But there are a lot of
problems with PostScript. PostScript files tend to be very large, tend
to be uncompressed and tend to be unstructured and tend to have
pages that may come out of order or may have resources that depend
on previous pages. PDF, in a way makes a lot more sense for data
interchange such as advertisements because of its page indepen
dence, its file independence and its compact
size."'r"15
Color
Adobe did not design Acrobat and PDF documents to have extensive color imaging
capabilities. Still, users have pushed the format in a direction they wished to see it
take. "So people, of course, wanted to do color right away, large ads and magazine
quality transportation of
documents.""
Since PDF was not designed to handle color
files as PostScript was there are some problems.
"That meant that a PostScript file coming into the Distiller would lose
some information, not vector shapes, not typefaces, not words or let
ters on the page, but information having to do with underlying
PostScript commands like screen operators and other
things."17
Users will have to wait for the next major upgrade to Acrobat and the PDF file for
mat. This next upgrade will affect many things associated with the graphic arts. ". .
improvements in three general areas among others, probably some others but these
are the main ones that affect high-end graphic arts use: pattern spaces, color space
resources and function resources."18
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Chapter FourStatement of Project Goals
This thesis project provides a user of PDF technology with the proper knowledge
and guidelines for the correct use in a prepress environment. This has been accom
plished through the development of an electronic, interactive PDF Manual
produced in Adobe Acrobat.
The files were sent to the testing sites across the country containing various types of
PDF files. These files were designed to test PDF's ability to handle various file for
mats, pages sizes, font handling capabilities, and other prepress variables. These
were sent to printers across the country in order to address the issue of portability;
and, so these files would be imaged through a variety of RIPs, and imaging and
proofing systems.
After the proofs were returned for review. A manual was constructed to instruct users
on how to use Acrobat and PDF files in a prepress environment. The manual is
based on the results received from the test sites and at Rochester Institute oi
Technology. This manual is an interactive document prepared in Acrobat to demon
strate portability and to show Acrobat's ability to have interactivity in a document.
The manual is intended to instruct graphic artists and printers in the proper use of
PDF files instead of a specific page layout application as a means of transporting
files to a prepress facility. The manual covers such areas as: font usage, graphics,
page layout, PDF conversion, prepress, and output.
16
Chapter Five Methodology
The following list shows the workflow process for this thesis project:
Created electronic mechanicals that contain various file types and produc
tion considerations.
Saved as PDF.
Determined if this step eliminates some, most, all or at least flags problems
associated with electronic mechanicals.
Sent PDF files to commercial printers across the country for film output and
conventional proofs. Along with these files, hard copy was sent along that
shows what the file should look like. These commercial printers were
instructed to treat as if it were a regular job.
Completed films and proors were sent back for evaluation.
Determined if the PDF file format was truly portable and if the files were
imaged correctly. Began setting guidelines for users to follow in order to
successfully build portable documents for prepress.
Constructed electronic mechanicals that tested the proper compression that
should be set when building portable documents for prepress. These files
were then RIPped and proofed at RIT.
Determined what settings were the optimum ones.
Constructed an interactive manual that instructs users on how to build doc
uments and produce PDF files correctly when film output is the intended
goal. Following the developed rules will help users to produce PDF files
that can be functional in a prepress environment.




Quark XPress 3.31 r5
Macintosh Quadra 700, 650 and Duo 230
Dolev 200, Afga SelectSet 7000 and 5000, Dolev
4Press, Lino 330, and Dolev 400
Scitex Star/PS2, Star 600 PS2, RIP 50 Level 2, and Scitex
PS/2 Pentium RIP
LaserWriter Driver 8.1.1
Beta Version of PDF Plug-in for Adobe Illustrator
Hewlett Packard 4M Plus Laser Printer
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Chapter Six The Results
Font Usage
It is difficult to guarantee the intended look and feel of an electronic document
when viewed on another computer. This is a concern to most users since not all
computers use or have the same fonts used in various documents. PDF files can
maintain the look of a document on other computers and computer platforms.
The Acrobat PDF file format is compatible with many types of font technologies;
such as Type 1
, True Type and Multiple Master. As of this version of Acrobat, GX
Fonts are not compatible with the Distiller.
One of the test sites had difficulty imaging the PDF files which contained the vari
ous font technologies. It has been determined that this problem was caused by the
RIP they used in this test. They used a Scitex PS/2 Pentium RIP. No other site used
this particular RIP.
Acrobat gives the option or not embedding fonts into PDF files. Choosing this option
will reduce file size, and loose font fidelity. This option should only be considered
if the document is intended to be viewed only on the screen. Many PDF files
retrieved from the World Wide Web are created in this way. The fonts that are
viewed in these files are rendered and/or created by font substitution technology.
Font substitution technology involves the use of two Multiple Master fonts, Adobe
Sans and Adobe Serif. Adobe Acrobat uses these two fonts to help it create fonts that
somewhat resemble the fonts used in documents. This substitution is unsatisfactory
to the trained eye though, and does not work in all situations. Faces such as a script,
decorative, display, ornaments and expert series will not resemble the original fonts.
If fonts are important to the look and feel of the document, fonts must be embedded
into the PDF file. This will ensure that the fonts shown on the screen and used to
print the document are the original ones that were used to create the document.
For a more in-depth explanation on the Use of Fonts in Acrobat refer to the Font
Usage section in Appendix A.
Graphics
Many types of graphic file formats in conjunction with a desktop layout application
are compatible file formats to use within Acrobat PDF files. Raster file formats such
as TIFF, EPS, EPS-DCS, EPS vector files and bitmapped files are all compatible.
All of these common file formats can sometimes be quite large. Acrobat Distiller can
compress these files in a number of ways so that the documents are smaller and
more portable.
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It has been determined that a compression setting of either JPEG High, JPEG Medium
Low, or LZW will produce acceptable compression results for four color images. LZW
compression produced acceptable results for grayscale images. Bitmap compression
varies according to the image(s) being compressed. Refer to the bitmap compression
section in the manual in Appendix A.
For a more in-depth explanation on Compression in Acrobat refer to the Graphics
section in Appendix A.
Page Layout
Single page and double page spreads can be converted into the PDF file format and
imaged correctly. While there are many positive things about PDF files, there are a
few drawbacks to them. Editing PDF files cannot be easily done. Other applications
can read PDF files with PDF filters installed into those applications; but everything
cannot be edited easily. Adobe Illustrator is one of the more popular applications
used to edit PDF files. When a PDF file is opened in Adobe Illustrator one can edit
text and vector graphics. The text is still considered text and not outlines. Although
the text is editable, in some cases the fonts do not transfer to the Adobe Illustrator
format. This was due to the beta PDF plug-in used in the test that allowed Adobe
Illustrator to read and save PDF files. The fonts that were converted to outlines were
fine. These glyphs are no longer considered to be searchable text, but graphics
instead.
Trap information created in QuarkXPress cannot be edited because the trap infor
mation did not convert correctly to a PDF file. Traps created in Adobe Illustrator
were converted correctly into the PDF format and can be edited when put back into
Adobe Illustrator.
Vector graphics that are part of PDF files are easily editable when opened up in
Adobe Illustrator. Raster images are more difficult to work with. In the current ver
sion of Adobe Illustrator, there are no tools to edit raster images placed in Illustrator
files. So, it is difficult to edit raster images that are part of a PDF file that is opened
in Illustrator. Opening up PDF files in Illustrator commands large amounts of disk
space. The raster images that are embedded in PDF files are decompressed and
saved to disk. After all editing is done the resulting EPS file is enormous when com
pared to the original Illustrator file. A change from a 3MB original EPS to an edited
1 7MB EPS is common. These example file sizes are prior to conversion into a PDF.
Editing PDF files that contain separated information must be treated one separation
at a time since Adobe Illustrator cannot display more than one page at a time.
Editing PDF files at this point in Acrobat's technological development is not a prac
tical operation to perform in a production environment.
For a more in-depth explanation on page layout in Acrobat refer to the Page Layout
section in Appendix A.
PDF Conversion
PDF and PostScript are closely related. PostScript is needed in order to produce PDF
files for use in a prepress environment. Distiller strips out important imaging infor
mation concerning images contained in the resulting PDF file. Plug-ins are needed
to add functionality back into Acrobat so that the PDF file can be used in a prepress
environment. One such plug-in commonly used in Acrobat is "addPS". This allows
users to have more control over how files are imaged on an imagesetter.
Making a PDF file is a relatively straight forward process. This project has estab
lished step-by-step guidelines to help configure and use Distiller so that the resulting
PDF files can be used in a prepress environment.
For a more in-depth explanation on PDF conversion in Acrobat refer to the PDF
Conversion section in Appendix A.
Prepress
Even with its highend imaging capabilities (as compared to PostScript) removed, PDF
files can still contain color separation information by saving specific color informa
tion as individual PDF pages. This is the way the color separation process must be
done since there is no separation engine in Acrobat Exchange, Reader or Distiller to
perform it at output or when files are being distilled. Page layout applications used
in conjunction with a PostScript driver can create a distillable PostScript file that can
contain multiple pages of color information. For a four-color piece, the resulting PDF
file would contain four pages that correspond to the four-color process inks-Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow, and Black. If the document had more than four colors the corre
sponding PDF file would then contain more individual pages to contain the
additional color information. Each color is given it's own page in PDF.
Traps are an area where PDF technology can fail. In its current version the PDF file
format has difficulties in translating trap information from some original applica
tions. All five of the participants experienced the same problems. Trap information
that comes from the page layout application QuarkXPress does not convert correct
ly into the PDF file format. Trap information that was applied to text in the drawing
application Adobe Illustrator converted correctly to the PDF file format. To apply
traps in Adobe Illustrator one must convert the text into outlines. The application
no-longer considers this information as text and treats it as a graphic element. This
is a case where some of the highend imaging capabilities of PostScript have been
left out of the PDF file format.
For a more in-depth explanation on prepress topics in Acrobat refer to the Prepress
section in Appendix A.
Output
Various electronic files were prepared that contained embedded line screen and
angle information. When these proofs came back for review the films were at the
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same line screen. The Distiller strips out this information in the process of making
PDF files. To overcome this problem until it is addressed in an upgrade, Adobe has
released a plug-in for Acrobat.
The plug-in
"addPS"
adds PostScript information to PDF document that describes
what the screen frequency and angle should be for the PDF file being imaged. This
plug-in is used to send PostScript routines to a RIP allowing the user to change the
default line screen and angle information of the imagesetter and RIP. The next file
that is imaged at that imagesetter would then be imaged according to those specifi
cations. A separate PostScript routine needs to be sent each time a new color is
imaged because the angles need to be offset from each separation. If an imageset




For a more in-depth explanation on outputting files from Acrobat refer to the Output
section in Appendix A.
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Chapter Seven Summary and Conclusions
Summary
The introduction of new technology is associated with the introduction of the need
for education and the implementation of standards. Adobe System's software prod
uct, Adobe Acrobat, falls into this new technology category. Many problems are
associated with electronic file distribution, and Adobe has overcome many of these
with the development of Portable Document Format files (PDF). PDF technology
can be used in a variety of situations that call for electronic document distribution.
The prepress and electronic publishing industry are two environments for which this
technology has great potential. However, a clear understanding of Adobe Acrobat's
correct use in a prepress environment was lacking. This thesis project provides a
potential user of PDF technology the proper knowledge and guidelines for PDF's
correct use in a prepress environment. This has been accomplished by the creation
of an electronic, interactive PDF Manual produced in Adobe Acrobat.
This thesis project has proven that PDF technology can be used in a prepress envi
ronment. However, there are problems with the technology at its current state. The
major areas that need improvement are: trapping, line screens and angles, editing and
color separation. Once these functions are put back into this file format, the PDF file
format will become more useful and gain better acceptance in the prepress industry.
The PDF format does have many advantages, such as: document portability, small file
size, uses other than prepress, world wide web document de facto standard, and sup
port from the creator of the PostScript imaging language, Adobe Systems.
Recommended Further Study
PDF technology can be used in many situations, prepress, world wide web, office
environments, etc. Further study in the development of a procedure to use PDF
technology in an on-demand publishing environment. An example might be to
change the class handout workflow within a university or a college to use PDF tech
nology instead of paper. This technology or system would allow students to
"pick-up"
or download class handouts from a server of some type. This would not
be a hindrance to most students since most students either own their own comput
er and printer, or at least has access to one. This could greatly reduce the copier
budget too. Acrobat Capture would also have to play a role in this scenario. Acrobat
Capture works similar to OCR technology; however, Acrobat Capture captures
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An Interactive Guide for Using Portable






It is difficult to guarantee the intended look and feel of
an electronic document when viewed on another com
puter. This is a concern to most users since not all com
puters use or have the same fonts used in various docu
ments. PDF files can guarantee the look of a document
on other computers and computer platforms.
Acrobat gives the option of not embedding fonts into
PDF files. Choosing this option will reduce file size, but
tont fidelity will be lost. This option should be consid
ered onlv if the document is going to be viewed on the
screen. Manv PDF files retrieved from the World Wide
Web are created in this wav. The fonts that are viewed
in these tiles are rendered and/or created by font substi
tution technology. Font substitution technology
involves the use of two Multiple Master fonts. Adobe
Sans and Adobe Serif. Adobe Acrobat uses these two
fonts to help it create a font that somewhat resembles
the ones used in your document. This substitution is
unsatisfactory to the trained eye. and does not work in
all situations. Faces such as a script, decorative, display,
ornaments and expert series will not resemble the origi











If fonts are important to the look and feel of the docu
ment they must be embedded into the PDF files. This
will ensure that the fonts shown on the screen and used
to print the document are the original ones that were
used to create the document.
To embed fonts into the documents with Acrobat
Distiller, the "Embed all
Fonts"
option must be checked
in the Distiller. To do this follow these steps:
1. Choose Distiller: Font Embedding.
2. Click on Embed all fonts.
3. Click Ok.
The font embedding options that are chosen while
making PostScript files, can be handled in one of three
different ways:
1. Save the PostScript file with no font embedding.
2. Save the PostScript file with All fonts embedded.
3. Save the PostScript file with All but the standard 13
fonts embedded.
All of these options will work because the Distiller with
its "Embed all
Fonts"
option checked will override these
font embedding options. Option 2. is a nice feature
because it embeds all fonts into the PostScript file and
can then be distilled on a computer that may or may
not have that particular font. The Distiller will obtain




The Acrobat PDF file format is compatible with a vari
ety of type technologies. Type 1. True Type and
Multiple Master type technologies are compatible tech
nologies. As of this version ofAcrobat, GX Fonts are
not compatible with the Distiller.
When viewing PDF files on various computers these
various type technologies need not be present on the
























Many types of graphic file formats, in conjunction with
a desktop layout application, are compatible file for
mats to use within Acrobat PDF files. Raster file for
mats such as TIFF, EPS, EPS-DCS, EPS vector files and
bitmapped files are all compatible.
All of these common file formats can sometimes be
quite large. Acrobat Distiller can compress these files in





Acrobat Distiller allows the compression ofhigh resolu
tion color, black and white and monochrome (bit
mapped) images. This compression ( or file size reduc
tion) is done through either JPEG, LZW, CCITT Group
3 compression, and/or down sampling.
Compression can be setup in the Job Options within
the Distiller. Choose Distiller: Job Options. A window
like this will appear. Within the Job Options there are
four categories: General, Color Images, Gravscaie
Images, andMonochrome Images.
In the General category the following options are pre
sent: Compress (LZW) text and graphics. Generate
Thumbnails, ASCII Format, andMake Font Subsets.
The following is an explanation of each option:
General
Compress (LZW) text andgraphics
This option allows the compression of all text con
tained in the PostScript file and soon to be PDF file.
LZW compression is a lossless compression which is
important for compressing text. Choosing this option
will also compress all images that are not bitmaps.
Vector based images are in this category.
Generate Thumbnails
This option will embed small thumbnail views of each
page contained in the PDF file. Keep in mind that having
this option checked will make the PDF file size larger.
ASCIIFormat
To be able to edit a portion of the text contained in the
PDF file this option should be chosen. This option
makes portions of the PDF file editable in aword




smaller file that is written in binary code. If the file has
text compression applied to it, editing text is impossible.
Make Font Subsets
This option tells the distiller to embed font informa
tion for those specific characters that are used in the
PostScript file being processed. It will only embed font
information for those characters used in the document.
This is another file size reducer.
Color Images
Downsample to dpi
This option allows users to downsample the dpi of raster
images contained in the PostScript file. Downsampling
images will have undesirable effects when outputting
these files to a high resolution imaging device. Although
this is a definite file size reducer, for pre-press purposes
DO NOT DOWNSAMPLE images.
Compression
There are five levels ofJPEG compression available
within the Color Images category. The options range
from high to low. The following options produce favor
able results: JPEG High, JPEG Medium Low, and LZW.
Grayscale Images
Downsample to dpi
This option allows users to downsample the dpi of raster
images contained in the PostScript file. Downsampling
images will have undesirable effects when outputting
these files to a high resolution plotting device. Although
this is a definite file size reducer, for pre-press purposes





There are five levels ofJPEG compression available with
in the Grayscale Images category. The options range
from high to low. LZW produces favorable results.
Monochrome Images
Downsample to dpi
This option allows users to downsample the dpi of
bitmapped images contained in the PostScript file.
Downsampling images will have undesirable affects
when outputting these files to a high resolution imag
ing device. Although this is a definite file size reducer,
for pre-press purposes DO NOT DOWNSAMPLE
images. For linework, images should be scanned at a
resolution of at least 600 dpi.
Compression
There are four types of compression available within
the Monochrome Images category. The options range
from CCITT Group 3, CCITT Group 4. LZW, and Run
Length. All four of these compressions are lossless.
CCITT Group
3Used by most fax machines to com
press black-and-white bitmap images.
CCITT Group
4Produces good compression for most
types ofmonochrome images.
LZWBest when used with images that have repeating
patterns.
Run LengthBest when used with images that have a
large black or white area.
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PDF Conversion Pre-Press Output
*/ Reader and Printer Spreads
j/ Bleeds
^ Register and Crop Marks
.
? Editing PDF Files
Page Layout
Spreads
There are two types of spreads: reader spreads and
printer spreads. Designers are more likely to design in
reader spreads. This means the page layout looks in the
file as it should when reading it. Printer spreads refer to
the spreads the printer must use when assembling the
document into signatures and forms for plate imaging.
Spreads can be saved in the PDF file format. This is
done by clicking the Spreads box in the print dialog
window. This will instruct the print driver to make a
PostScript file that describes the page as a spread
instead of as a single page. Make sure that the Paper
Width set up equals the size of the spread and add a
half-inch more to each side to accommodate the regis
ter and crop marks.
2 3 2 7




Bleeds are image areas that go to the edge of the final
printed document. Bleed information can be saved
along in a PDF file.
Extend the page elements that ate to bleed off the page
area. When PostScript files are made make sure to add
at least an inch to the Paper Width set up. The image
that extends beyond the paper limits will image into the
area where the crop marks are. This area will be trimmed
when it goes to the bindery.
Click here to see a PDF file with bleed information.







Register <& Crop Marks
Crop and register marks are used for two reasons: 1) to
define the final trimmed area of the page; and, 2) to
register multiple colors to each other.
Make sure the Registration option is turned on 111 the
Print dialog window when making PostScript files. This
will allow registration marks to be embedded into the
PostScript file. This is necessary since Acrobat will not
print any register marks on the document.





While there are many positive things about PDF files,
there are a few drawbacks as well. Editing PDF files is
not easy. Other applications can read PDF files with
PDF filters installed into those applications; but every
thing cannot be edited. Adobe Illustrator is one of the
more popular applications used to edit PDF files.
Opening PDF files in Illustrator does not require a spe
cial procedure. Open files through Illustrator with the
PDF plug-in installed. Illustrator can edit RGB files eas
ier than CMYK separated PDF files. It is awkward to
edit PDF files that contain color separated information
because Illustrator cannot open multiple pages in one
document. It also has some difficulty with fonts.
Illustrator cannot edit the raster images contained in
the PDF file because it does not have any tools to do so.
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After the design is complete, the next step is to create a
PostScript file from the document. If this step is done
correctly the problems ofnot having the correct fonts
or missing images will be a thing of the past.
To create a PostScript file from a Quark document that
Acrobat Distiller will be able to read, follow these steps:
Choose File: PageSetup. A window like this will appear.
1. Make sure the Layout option is at 1 up.
2. Make sure the Reduction or Enlargement is at
100%. This percentage can change when reductions
are made to the document for printing to a smaller
format printer.
3. Printer Type should be Adobe Acrobat Distiller.
4. Resolution can be left at its default setting.
5. Data format should be set to Binary. This will create
smaller files.
6. Halftone setting can be left at its default.
7. "Use PDF Screens
Values"
should be turned off.
8. Set Paper Offset to 0 inches.
9. Set PaperWidth an inch larger than the paper size,
to allow image area for crop and registration marks
in the file.
10. Set Page Gap to 0 inches.
11. The Options window within the Page Setup window
gives manymore options to consider. Make sure all
options here are turned off. Doing otherwise will





After making sure the Page Setup is correct go to the
Print menu. Follow these steps:
Choose File: Print. A window like this will appear.
1. Choose the page to convert to PostScript.
2. Change the Destination to File (the Print button
will change to a Save button.)
3. Depending on the design, turn the Spreads option
on or off.
4. Turn on Separations. You will not be able to color
separate your PDF file if this option is not turned on.
5. Turn on Registration to Centered. Quark will put
registration marks in the PostScript file with this
option turned on.
6. Turn off "Include Blank
Pages."
7. Choose the plate or plates that require separation.
8. Make sure "Include
Images"
is turned on.
9. Clicking the Options button within the Print dialog
box will bring up this window.
10. Make sure that the
"Print"
option is set for
"Color/Grayscale."






checked some PostScript errors will be flagged
before they get to the Distiller.
12. Click Ok.
13. Click Save.
Clicking Save brings up brings up this window. Follow
these steps.
1. Click Binary format. This will make the PostScript
files smaller than if they were saved as ASCII files.
Note: the binary format does not allow for easy edit





2. Click PS Level 2 if the files are to be imaged on a
level 2 PostScript device. If not, choose level 1.
3. Choose Include all fonts. This will put all the font
information necessary for the Distiller process.
See font embedding.
4. Choose Format: PostScript Job.
5. Click Save.
The Macintosh will appear to be printing the document
to a printer. Actually it is creating a PostScript file and
saving it to disk. Quark creates a PostScript file every
time it prints; but in this case, the output is an elec
tronic file not a hardcopy. This file is ready to be




After a PostScript file is created, bring it into Acrobat
Distiller for further processing. The Distiller must now
be configured to properly distill PostScript files.
Choose Distiller: Font Embedding. A window like this
will appear.
1. Pay particular attention to the Font Embedding
option. Make sure "Embed All
Fonts"
is checked.
Having this option checked will ensure true font
fidelitywhen the document is viewed or printed
from another computer. This option makes PDF
files larger.
2. Click Ok.
Choose Distiller: Job Options. A window like this will
appear.
1. Through various testing, it has been determined
that the settings shown in this window will produce
favorable results.
For a complete explanation on what each option does




Acrobat Exchange can be used to preview and output
files to a laser printer or imagesetter. There are major
differences between Acrobat Exchange and Acrobat
Reader. Exchange can set security preferences, interac
tivity, and expand its capabilities with plug-ins. The
Reader does not have those capabilities. The Reader can
only view and print documents. There is no Save func




Plug-Ins are available for Acrobat Exchange to enhance
or change its capabilities to better suit user needs.
A popular and needed plug-m for the pre-press environ
ment is the
"addPS"
plug-in. This plug in makes it pos
sible to set the screen frequency and angle of a PDF
document. Without this plug-in the imagesetter must
be able to set the screen frequency and angle of individ
ual pages sent to it.
For more information on how to use "addPS", 50 to the
OutDut section.
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The Acrobat family of products were originally designed
for on-screen viewing and low resolution printing. With
this frame ofmind Adobe removed most of the highend
imaging capabilities from Acrobat. Therefore the PDF
files that are produced byAcrobat Distiller are
"PostScript Lite". Adobe is currently working on putting
back in those highend imaging capabilities so that the
PDF file format can become a truly universal file format
for the screen as well as for electronic mechanicals.
Adobe Acrobat can create PDF files to be used in a
Prepress environment where film output and color sep
arations are the end result. By using the PDF file for
mat correctly, users are guaranteed the files will repro
duce exactly as they were designed. Fonts, illustrations




Even with its highend imaging capabilities removed,
PDF files can still contain color separation information
by saving specific color information as individual PDF
pages. This is the way the color separation process must
be done since there is no separation engine in Acrobat
Exchange or Reader, nor can color separations be done
in the Distiller. The page layout application in conjunc
tion with a PostScript driver can create a dis tillable
PostScript file that will contain multiple pages of color
information. For a four color piece the resulting PDF
file would contain four pages that correspond to the
four color process inks. Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and
Black. Spot colors work the same way, and more pages
would be added to the PDF file.
One Quark XPress page with four color
scans and artwork placed in che layout.
One binary PostScript file that contains
che separation information.
The above PostScript file then goes into
Acrobat Distiller to convert it to PDF.
Acrobat Distiller creates one PDF file that
contains fourseperate pages. Each page
has a specific color designated to it. There
would be more pages in the PDF file if




The term line screen is usually preceded by a number
that corresponds to the coarseness of a printed image.
For example, an 85 line screen (newspaper) is much
more coarse than a 175 line screen (coffee table book).
Every scan or illustration that is imaged to film requires
a line screen.
The EPS file format can embed line screen information
within the scanned images. This bypasses the default of
the imagesetter or a careless keystroke by an operator
when imaging film. This handy feature of EPS files is
often used when it is necessary to imaging multiple line
screens on one page.
Currently, Acrobat PDF files cannot contain embedded
information regarding line screen values. This is true
even if line screen and angle information is saved along
with an EPS file. Acrobat Distiller strips out this infor
mation from the file. Here again, is evidence that this
technology was originally created for screen viewing.
This drawback can be overcome by using the Acrobat
Plug-in "addPS", available free through Adobe. It
enables users to SDecifv the line screen and angle sepa






Because of the variability associated with offset print
ing, trapping needs to be applied to certain images.
Trapping will compensate for any misregister that may
occur on press. A general rule of thumb to follow is to
spread lighter colors into darker colors. Extra attention
must be given when trapping type because if it is done
the wrong way it can change the whole look and feel of
the typeface.
There are a number ofways to trap files, such as
through a page layout application, an illustration appli
cation, or a specific trapping application. Files with
trapping applied to them do not always convert well
into the PDF file format. With Adobe Acrobat in its
current version, the best method for trapping is to trap
all artwork in the illustration application in which it
was created. Trapping in a page layout application will
produce varied results.
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allows users to add PostScript
information to the document that describes what the
screen frequency and angle for the PDF file being print
ed. This information can usually be embedded in
PostScript files but the Distiller strips it out. If the
imagesetter cannot set the screen frequency and screen
angles without the help of a page layout application,
"addPS"
needs to be used.
TonerPS
"TonerPS"
is the name of the PostScript file that comes
along with
"addPS"
It contains the PostScript file that
needs to be downloaded to the imagesetter before print
ing. The PostScript file looks like this. There are two
numbers that users need to be concerned with.The
number that refers to the linescreen and the number
that refers to the screen angle. This PostScript file can
also contains a 2 1 number transfer correction function.
This can change the lineratization of the imagesetter.
For a particular line screen there will be four corre
sponding
"TonerPS"
PostScript files. Each of the four
files will have the same number that refers to the line-
screen; but the numbers that refer to the screen angles
will be different. Create multiple sets of these four doc
uments that correspond to different line screen values.
These PostScript files can be edited and saved in







plug-in into the Plug-Ins folder of
Acrobat Exchange.
2. Open the PDF file to print.
3. Choose Plug-Ins: addPS.
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Setting Screens
Choosing this will bring up a standard open dialog box.
4. Choose the appropriate
"TonerPS"
file to download
to the imagesetter before sending the page descrip
tion. This downloaded PostScript file changes the set
tings of the imagesetter. The next file that is sent
down to the imagesetter will contain the new settings.
5. Choose Print from the File menu.
At this point the TonerPS file will be sent to the image
setter before the actual page description. It is important
to remember to change the TonerPS file when it is time




1. Choose Plug-Ins: addPS.
2. Click cancel.
This turns off "addPS". Further printing to an imageset
ter will use the imagesetters default linescreen and angles.
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